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1. Introduction

1.1 Increase incidence of breast cancer in Taiwan and Asia

Although the incidence of breast cancer is lower in Asian countries, the cause-specific mortality in most Asian countries is much higher as compared to western countries (Agarwal et al., 2007; Shibuya et al., 2002). Although the overall picture of breast cancer is variable among different Asian countries and in different ethnic groups within individual countries, breast cancer has emerged as the largest cancer problem in Asian women. Breast cancer is also the largest cause of cancer-related deaths. It remains the second commonest malignancy in women in the rural areas of developing Asian countries (Agarwal et al., 2007). Breast cancer is gradually become one of the major public health problem and the most important issue to concern in order to decrease cancer mortality.

Base on the data from the Bureau of Health Promotion, Department of Health, Executive Yuan, Taiwan, indicate that the incidence of breast cancer in Taiwan increased from 27.9 to 49.2 per 100,000 women in the decade from 1995 to 2005, which is an annual increase of approximately 7%. As the decrease incidence of cervical cancer in the meanwhile, breast cancer is already the highest new number of malignancy diagnosis in Taiwan. Moreover, according to the data released from the World Health Organization, an incidence of Taiwanese breast cancer is reported as 52.8 per 100,000 women in 2008, which is the second place in Asia, only slightly lower than that seen in Singapore.

2. Characteristics and difficulty of early detection of breast tumor in Asian women

There are higher proportions of breast cancer patients in developing Asian countries are younger than patients in developed Asian and western countries (Agarwal et al., 2007; Amr et al., 1995). Given the huge population in the developing Asian nations, and the fact that up to 25% of all breast cancer patients in Asian countries are young, and also, young age by itself is a known indicator of poor prognosis in breast cancer patients (Agarwal et al., 2007; Amr et al., 1995). The first nation-wide mammographic screening program in Asia was started in Singapore during 2002 (Chuwa et al., 2009). By 2009, there is still no significant survival benefit could be demonstrated in the country, in the meanwhile, rapid increase of breast cancer incidence was reported. Singapore government choose for longer period of
follow-up, expect for the benefit of mortality reduction in the population resulted from their mass mammography screening program (Chuwa et al., 2009). As we know, many therapeutic options for early detected breast cancer with small tumor size, the success rate of therapy for early stage cancer is higher than advanced stage disease.

In Taiwan, a national project of 2-year interval screening mammograms for 45- to 70-year-old women has detected significantly more early breast cancers (Chen et al., 2008). However, the major source of breast cancer detection is not arise from this screening program. The overall average detection size of breast cancer tumors in Taiwan is over 2 cm, which is larger than that detectable with the diagnostic capabilities in Europe and North America (Ng et al., 1998; Shen et al., 2005). The median age at diagnosis of breast cancer is 45–49 years in Taiwan, and this age group is more likely to present with a dense breast parenchyma pattern (DBPP). This median age is significantly lower than that of Caucasian women in Western countries, where breast cancer peaks between the ages of 70 and 74 years, and this older age group is more likely to present with a non-dense parenchyma pattern (NDBPP) (Huang et al., 2001; Shen et al., 2005). Breast cancer in this age group is reportedly more aggressive (Kwong et al., 2008). This pathological pattern is also commonly seen in our clinical practice in Taiwan (Leung et al., 2010b). Previous study have demonstrated that the prevalence of NDBPP (ACR types 1 and 2; ACR: American College of Radiology classification of breast parenchymal density in digital mammography) could be as high as 78%, compared with 22% for DBPP (ACR types 3 and 4), which is representative of most Western countries (Table 1) (Van Gils et al., 1999). The ratio of NDBPP to DBPP is reversed compared with their previous results. Although the case number is small, we believe that the results are representative of developed Asian countries such as Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore, and Japan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breast pattern according to mammography</th>
<th>NDBPP</th>
<th>DBPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence (%) in Taiwan</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Leung et al in Taipei Medical university Hospital)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence (%) in Western countries</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Analysis of the prevalence of breast pattern in Taiwan and Western countries (Leung et al., 2010b; Van Gils et al., 1999).

Breast density is a major factor influencing the incidence of breast malignancy, and has been discussed extensively in the past two decades. In a normal woman, mammographic densities correspond to different amounts of fat and connective and epithelial tissue. Fat appears radiographically dark on film-screen mammograms, and radiographically opaque areas represent epithelial and connective tissues (Gram et al., 1997). Most cases of high mammographic density are not abnormalities, but varied distributions in healthy breast tissue. It was also found that high mammographic density may be related to a fourfold increased risk of developing breast cancer. It was found that the diagnostic sensitivity of mammography in women with a fatty breast pattern is 98% (Boyd et al., 1998; Kolb et al., 2002). Women with high mammographic breast densities are at higher risk of breast cancer; the incidence of breast cancer in NDBPP was 26.4% versus 73.4% in DBPP. It was discussed
and investigated whether the women with DBPP should receive more frequent screening or screening with alternative techniques that increase the length of the preclinical detectable phase to reduce breast cancer mortality (Van Gils et al., 1999).

Data collected in Japan showed the successful result of a mass screening program using mammography on asymptomatic women over 50 years of age. The program had a 0.84% cancer detection rate. The breast cancer cases screened from the program had not been detected by physical examination (Morimoto et al., 1994). The detection rates were higher in the sixth and seventh decades of life.

In a study of Japanese women, mammography missed 16% of breast cancer occurrences (Uchida et al., 2008). Breast density was also confirmed as a significant determinant of breast cancer risk. They quantitatively measured the mammographic density, and found that a higher risk was associated with a larger breast size and with a higher proportion of glandular density, especially for extreme densities (Nagata et al., 2005). A study in Singapore showed an increased risk of breast cancer associated with a higher-density pattern with extensive nodular characteristics, and linear densities with a nodular size larger than normal lobules (Jakes et al., 2000).

Although breast cancer is the most common female cancer in South Korea, its early detection rate is low compared to developed Western countries (Ryu et al., 2008). The clinical characteristics of Korean breast cancer patients showed a pattern of a younger age (< 50 years old) and increasing early stage and asymptomatic cases. This finding reflects the need for more effective breast screening programs for young Korean women (Son et al., 2006).

Increased breast parenchyma density correlates with breast cancer risk and obscures the detection with the mammography of early stage, small-sized breast tumors. Asian women have smaller breasts and are affected by breast cancer at a younger age; both factors that are associated with DBPP (Leung et al., 2010b).

### 3. Limitation of conventional mammography in detecting early tumors in young Asian women with dense breast parenchyma pattern

In Western countries, mammography has been proven to detect breast cancer at an early stage and, when followed up with appropriate diagnosis and treatment, to reduce the mortality rate caused by breast cancer (Saslow et al., 2007).

Asian women have higher breast densities than Caucasian women, in addition, mammography is not a perfect screening tool for Asian women with DBPP. Mammography has lower sensitivity for invasive ductal carcinoma of breasts in patients with DBPP (Kolb et al., 2002).

The percentage of dense tissue to breast volume of both Chinese and Japanese women appeared to be higher than that in Caucasian women (Maskarineca et al., 2001). Despite the considerably smaller proportion of non-dense areas, the overall proportion of dense breast tissue in the breasts of Chinese and Japanese women is 20% higher than in Caucasian women in the same age group (Huang et al., 2001; Maskarineca et al., 2001). Irrespective of race, women with lower mammographic densities have a lower risk of breast cancer.
Whether the presence of many dense areas in the breasts corresponds to a higher cancer risk is unclear (Boyd et al., 2005; Kolb et al., 2002; Maskarineca et al., 2001; Tseng et al., 2006). In fact, mammographic density usually reflects the opacity of epithelial and stromal tissue in the breast within the lucent background of non-dense fatty tissue. Ductal carcinoma in situ and infiltrative ductal carcinomas originate in epithelial cells, and therefore, areas of fibroglandular tissue with a greater number of cells are at a higher risk during increased epithelial proliferation (McCormack & Santos et al., 2006). The masking hypothesis proposed by Egan and Mosteller (1977) may also explain why radiographically dense patterns are associated with an increased risk of breast cancer. They found that breast cancer was easy to detect using mammography in breasts with non-dense glandular parenchyma, though it was unreliable for detecting cancer in dense glandular parenchyma. Cases of missed cancer detection during a first mammographic examination due to the masking effect of dense glandular tissue of the breast may be detected in subsequent mammographic examinations. The apparent excess of cancers detected in this specific group, with initial masking of the tumor in dense breasts, can cause the group to appear to be at a higher risk than those with non-dense breast tissue (Leung et al., 2010). Conventional mammography is also lower sensitivity to detect enlarged axillary and have no information on internal mammary chain. Probably due to some additional reasons, such as the screening program may cause call-back anxiety, psychological trauma by false positive results and radiation exposure (Leung et al., 2002), Hong Kong and most regions of mainland China currently have no mass screening programs for any age group.

Although some limitations of mammographic screening on DBPP women in Asia, we need give applause to health policy planners in the majority of developed Asian countries, such as Japan, Singapore, Taiwan, and South Korea, are believed helping us to bring early breast cancer awareness and provide cost-effective screening to prevent delay diagnosis of Asian breast cancer.

4. Application of breast MRI on Asian women and the dense breast parenchyma pattern

Digital mammography is reliable as a screening or diagnostic tool for Asian women with NDBPP. Mammography can reliably image microcalcifications and solid tumors with good contrast from the fatty background tissue of the breast. The aim of image production during mammography is to separate fatty tissue from glandular breast tissue of low contrast density based on different X-ray absorption characteristics. Mammographic density estimation is based on a single two-dimensional projection of the breast. In contrast, breast MRI distinguishes different tissue types based on their signal production after radiofrequency stimulation within a strong magnetic field. MRI evaluation of the breast is three-dimensional, and the image analysis is assisted by a post-enhanced kinetic curve, and subtraction techniques only allow contrast-enhanced lesions to be depicted (Figures 1&2).

Figure 1 presents a representative case in the NDBPP group showing that a large tumor and cluster of microcalcifications could be easily detected with both mammography and breast MRI. Figure 2, in contrast, shows a representative case from the DBPP group. The mammograms of the left breast under cranial-caudal and medial-oblique views show diffuse faint nodular shadows without major architectural distortion. The finding of
malignancy could not be concluded due to a dense breast parenchyma background. However, breast MRI with a subtraction image demonstrated an enhanced tumor mass.
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Fig. 1. (a) Mammogram of the non-dense parenchyma pattern group shows a large tumor and cluster of microcalcifications (thin white arrow) at the superior left breast with enlarged lymph nodes (thick white arrow), which was diagnosed as advanced infiltrative ductal carcinoma and lymph node metastasis. (b) The corresponding breast magnetic resonance imaging subtracted image of ESP (white arrow) matched the mammographic interpretation. (c) It shows a characteristic “wash-out” enhancing curve pattern, which is more likely to appear in malignancy.
Fig. 2. Mammograms of the left breast under (a) cranial-caudal and (b) medial-oblique views of the dense parenchyma pattern group show diffuse faint nodular shadows without major architectural distortion. The finding of malignancy could not be concluded due to a dense breast parenchyma background. (c) However, follow-up breast magnetic resonance imaging with a subtraction image of ESP demonstrated an enhanced tumor mass (white arrow) at the medial aspect. (d) The corresponding enhanced curve analysis revealed a characteristic “wash-out” pattern.

Because the image is processed by subtraction of all the background tissue, a possible lesion can only be identified in the presence of extremely dense glandular tissue, different types of implantation, or fibrotic changes after chemotherapy with BRMRI (Thompson et al., 2009).

Previous study conducted by Kuhl et al (2010), have indicated that breast MRI is significantly more sensitive than mammography, sonography, and a combination of both. Breast MRI and mammography are more specific than sonography alone or in combination. In addition, the positive predictive value of breast MRI was 48%, higher than 39% of mammography and 36% of ultrasound.
5. MRI acts as a screening tool in a population of asymptomatic women

Mammography has well-recognized limitations for early breast cancer detection, especially for Asian women with DBPP. In the United States, MRI is provided as an adjunctive screening tool, mainly for women who may be at increased risk for the development of breast cancer. The Society of Breast Imaging and the Breast Imaging Commission of the ACR issue these recommendations to provide guidance to patients and clinicians on the use of imaging to screen for breast cancer. The recommendations are based on available evidence, or based on consensus opinions of professionals and experts from the executive committee of the Society of Breast Imaging and the members of the Breast Imaging Commission of the ACR. These recommendations are intended to suggest appropriate utilization of breast MRI for screening high-risk groups. They are not intended to replace sound clinical judgment and are not to be construed as representing the standard of care. Mammography should be remembered to be the only imaging modality that has been proven to decrease mortality from breast cancer. Before using breast MRI, the potential benefits, limitations, and harm from this additional screening modality should be reviewed (Lee et al., 2010; Saslow et al., 2007).

Similar to Western countries, a higher proportion of Asian women with breast cancer have at least one relative with breast cancer. This risk can be almost double that of the general population. However, the gene correlated with this is different from that found in Western countries. In addition, gene screening programs and services are poorly developed, even in the wealthiest Asian countries. To define the high-risk group in the population, the national screening mammography program in Taiwan provides services for women aged between 40-45 years with a family history of breast cancer. Considering the low sensitivity of mammography in young women, a more aggressive breast MRI screening at this age or lower is recommended. Adjuvant breast MRI screening should also be considered for women with lymphoma (Hodgkin’s disease), women who received radiation treatment between the ages of 10 to 30 years, women with lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS), atypical lobular hyperplasia (ALH), and atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH), which may range from normal ductal hyperplasia to ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS). Specifically, women with a personal history of breast cancer, including DCIS, should be included. As previously mentioned, DBPP has been shown to be an independent risk factor for breast cancer. Women with the highest breast density were found to have a 4- to 6-fold increased risk compared with women with the least dense breasts. In addition, malignant tumors of the breast are more likely to arise in the areas of greatest mammographic density than in fattier areas of the breast. Although the ACS recommendations for Breast MRI Screening as an adjunct to mammography are more detailed, the most suitable indications for Asian women are provided in the following table (Table 2; Lee et al., 2010; Saslow et al., 2007).

6. The value of breast MRI as an adjunct in the diagnosis of breast diseases

Breast MRI can be used as an adjunct in the diagnosis of breast diseases when inconclusive findings in conventional imaging exist, such as with mammography and sonography (BIRADS 0). Therefore, MRI can be used as a problem-solving modality (Mann et al., 2008). Generally, breast MRI provides a relatively higher negative predictive value for excluding malignancy (Dorrius et al., 2009; Dorrius et al., 2010).
Breast MRI Screening as an adjunct to mammography is advised for women with a family history that may suggest a genetic predisposition to breast cancer (Lee et al., 2010; Saslow et al., 2007)

Breast MRI Screening recommendations for who received radiation therapy to the chest in their 2nd or 3rd decade (Saslow et al., 2007)

Breast MRI Screening recommendations for patients with lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS), atypical lobular hyperplasia (ALH), or atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH) (Saslow et al., 2007)

Breast MRI Screening recommendations for heterogeneously or extremely dense breast tissue, disabling the mammograph from interpretation (Lee et al., 2010; Saslow et al., 2007)

Breast MRI Screening recommendations for personal history of breast cancer, including ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) (Lee et al., 2010; Saslow et al., 2007)

Table 2. MRI acts as a screening tool in a population of asymptomatic women with preselection is listed.

MRI is the most reliable imaging technique for measuring the tumor size, and it detects additional foci of the tumor in the ipsilateral breast in 10–30 % of patients (Mann et al., 2008). The sensitivity of breast MRI is, in the setting of preoperational evaluation, close to 100 %. MRI may be considered after breast-conserving therapy (BCT) as an evaluation tool for residual disease after positive tumor margins. Thus, breast MRI acts as a diagnostic tool for all patients who undergo BCT. Breast MRI is superior for evaluating suspected recurrence compared to clinical examination, mammography, or sonography (Kuhl et al., 2010). Postradiation changes usually occur up to 3 months after radiation therapy and do not reduce the accuracy of MRI for identifying residual or recurrent tumors. The presence of an implant does not seem to decrease the sensitivity of breast MRI. MRI is the most accurate modality in the evaluation of implant integrity. Its sensitivity for rupture is between 80 % and 90 %, and its specificity is approximately 90 %, whereas the sensitivity of mammography is approximately 25 %. MRI may aid explanation surgery as it documents the presence and extent of silicone leakage better than any other imaging modality. In patients with prosthesis and prior breast cancer, MRI may be used to evaluate suspected recurrent disease or as a postoperative screening modality (Mann et al., 2008). Although most MRI-detected lesions can be found (and biopsied) with a second sonography, many cannot. The specificity of MRI in a previous study was 88 %; a biopsy was recommended on the basis of a positive MRI in 13.9 % of the women, and 24.8 % of the biopsies resulted in a diagnosis of breast cancer (Lehman et al., 2007a). MRI resulted in 8.2 % of women undergoing biopsy compared with 2.3 % for mammography and 2.3 % for sonography (Lehman et al., 2007b). The Positive Predictive Values (PPVs) of biopsies obtained by using MRI (43 %) and mammography (50 %) were higher than those of the United States (25 %). Of the cancers identified by MRI alone, approximately 75 % were targeted under sonographic guidance. However, approximately 25 % were removed for biopsy under MRI guidance because only MRI demonstrated the accurate location (Lehman et al., 2007b). In addition, breast MRI identified high-grade DCIS and high-risk lesions that were missed by mammography (Hartman et al., 2004). The call-back and biopsy rates of MRI are higher than for mammography in high-risk populations, while the increased sensitivity of MRI leads to a higher call-back rate and a higher number of cancers detected (Saslow et al., 2007). Women
at risk for familial breast cancer have shown an increased detection rate using this modality than with mammographic screening (Lee et al., 2010). Table 3 summarizes these values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Backup for inconclusive findings and for more detail to evaluate the lesion characterization:</strong> Breast MRI may be indicated when other imaging examinations (sonography and mammography) and physical examinations are inconclusive for the presence of breast cancer (Figure 14).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occluded images:</strong> Certain conditions that may impair conventional breast imaging, such as silicone augmentation or radiographically dense breasts, may warrant breast MRI depending on clinical findings (Figures 13,19).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contralateral breast with breast malignancy:</strong> MRI can detect unsuspected disease in the contralateral breast (coincidence positive rate at 4-5% of breast cancer patients), which often provides false negative findings on mammography or sonography (Figure 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>To differentiate scars from real malignant mass:</strong> Breast MRI can help distinguish postoperative scarring or radiation scarring from recurrent cancer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suspect of breast cancer recurrence:</strong> Breast MRI may be indicated in women with a past history of breast cancer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metastatic adenopathy:</strong> MRI provides a full field of view in a single position and an image acquisition that covers major positions of the bilateral axillary lymph nodes and internal mammary chains, which may be missed by mammographic or physical findings (Figure 4,5,12).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Determining true tumor extension:</strong> Breast MRI can locate the primary area of breast cancer and define the extent of the disease for definitive therapy. A negative breast MRI may exclude the breast as a potential primary site of cancer and avoid a mastectomy or help minimize the invasive procedure (Figure 9,10,11).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For metastasis:</strong> Breast MRI helps evaluate the breasts in case of metastases of an unknown primary carcinoma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For chemotherapy:</strong> Breast MRI helps evaluate therapy response in patients treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy (Figure 7-8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Silicone and nonsilicone breast augmentation:</strong> Breast MRI is useful in the evaluation of patients with silicone implants and silicon injections, in which sonography and mammography are usually inconclusive in defining tumor mass, silicoma, granuloma, and intracapsular or extracapsular implant ruptures (Figure 13,19).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The value of breast MRI as an adjunct in the diagnosis of breast diseases (Mann et al., 2008).

### 7. Ability of MRI to describe multifocality and the extent of the disease

For women with newly diagnosed breast cancer, a single round of screening of the contralateral breast with MRI at the time of diagnosis might detect otherwise occult malignancy in approximately 3% to 9% of cases (Lee et al., 2010) (Figure 4).

MRI has been found to be more accurate in assessing tumor extent and multifocality in patients with dense breasts. MRI can improve the detection of cancer in the contralateral breast when added to a thorough clinical breast examination and mammographic evaluation at the time of the initial diagnosis of breast cancer. The increased rate of cancer
detection comes with a false positive rate of 10.9 % and a relatively low risk of detecting benign disease on biopsy (9.4 %) (Lehman et al., 2007a).

8. Limitations of the breast MRI technique for screening in its current form

MRI is inappropriate for women at a low lifetime risk for breast cancer. Breast MRI is not meant to replace mammography (Lee et al., 2010). Under rare circumstances, such as DCIS with typical microcalcification clusters, mammography is superior to MRI for interpretation malignancy, which produces an image that is faint or equivocal (Lee et al., 2010).

The lesion-detecting specificity of MRI is highly influenced by reacted inflammation within a month after surgery. Thus, a time period should elapse post-surgery before an MRI (Mann et al., 2008). In addition, the dynamic breast MRI is highly influenced by hormonal fluctuations during the menstrual cycle, which may cause interpretative difficulties related to the uptake of gadolinium in normal breast tissue (Delille et al., 2005; Kriege et al., 2006). The call-back and biopsy rates of MRI are higher than for mammography in high-risk populations. This is because of the increased sensitivity of MRI. The net harm, benefits, and psychological impact of higher cancer detection rates should be considered (Saslow et al., 2007). Breast MRI screening is almost 10 times more expensive than mammographic screening, and generates higher diagnostic costs (Plevritis et al., 2006). Asian countries adopting unlimited breast MRI can face a heavy financial burden. Some concern exists regarding the clinical safety of the intravenous gadolinium-based contrast media used during breast MRI. In Hong Kong, the adverse reaction rate is reported at 0.48 %, and the incidence of severe anaphylactoid reaction is approximately 0.01 %. Although most of the symptoms are mild and transient, these adverse reactions must be documented and managed accurately (Li et al., 2006).

9. Advantages of a dedicated breast MRI (DBMRI) system with parameters of dynamic scan, 3D representation, and post processing techniques

The recent recommended standard for assessing MRIs to differentiate malignancies from benign lesions is the fourth edition of a breast MR lexicon (Morphological interpretation of BRMRI images using standards of the American College of Radiology’s (ACR) BI-RADS-MRI lexicon for malignancy grading) (American College of Radiology, 2003; Erguvan-Dogan et al., 2006), which is a classification scheme used for the interpretation of breast cancer. Although universal standards for integrating different MRI systems and manufacturers are lacking, overall, characteristics based on BIRADS scoring of MRI descriptions depend on certain parameters. This is a report on my experience with a specific MRI system and pulse sequence.

The DBMRI system with a Spiral RODEO pulse sequence of a 1.5 T dedicated spiral breast MRI system (Aurora System; Aurora Imaging Technology Inc., North Andover, MA, USA, using the Spiral RODEO pulse sequence) is equipped with different post-processing techniques, including early subtracted phase (ESP), post-contrast kinetic curve, and MPR with ductal orientation, which can be independently applied in a DBMRI system (Leung et al., 2010a; Leung et al., 2010b; Leung et al., 2010c; Leung et al., in press). Axial and sagittal gradient echo T1 acquisitions were performed for both breasts with a bilateral breast coil. Sequences were performed before and after the infusion of 0.2 mmol/kg gadolinium, administrated as a bolus dose with a power injector followed by a 20 mL saline flush.
10. Lesion analysis using ESP image, kinetic curve patterns, color mapping, and morphology

In the DBMRI, for cases suspected of being malignant, an ESP image was obtained based on subtraction of the post-enhanced phase of images from 90 s non-enhanced images. Lesions that could be subtracted in the ESP (by subtraction of the post enhanced image at 90 s from the pre-contrast phase) were almost completely excluded from the possibility of being malignant (Figure 1b). Therefore, the lesions that could not be subtracted in the ESP required further analysis to assess the risk of malignancy.

Using the mean percentage calculation and comparing pre- and post-contrast kinetic data (calculated from 0 s, 90 s, and 4.5 min), the threshold point for lesion enhancement was displayed. According to the diagnostic observations of Dr. Christane Kuhl (1999), curved patterns of the plateau and washout with bound protein water and free water represent possible lesions. A stabilized enhancement without change in signal intensity between 90 s and 4.5 min was termed a “plateau” pattern. A “washout” pattern was indicated by a decline in signal intensity between 90 s and 4.5 min after the injection of contrast. Each lesion was characterized according to the strongest enhancement pattern visible over the entire lesion. Figures 1c show magnetic resonance imaging for differentiating lesions that are normal, benign, or display a washout pattern.

![Fig. 3. In normal tissue, the contrast medium equally permeates in and out through the normal gaps in the vascular endothelial cells and interstitial space. In benign neoplasms, contrast does not permeate out of the microvessel to interstitial space, and the progressive accumulate increases the concentration which manifests itself in a progressively increased MRI signal.](image-url)

The washout curve represents the initial increase in contrast concentration in the interstitial space and then a decrease, as it reverse permeates back through the abnormal gaps in the vascular endothelial cells. A final decreased contrast concentration in the tumor interstitial space can be detected.
A color mapping method was also adopted to assess the possibility of a malignancy. This reflects the overall curved patterns of the persistent-plateau (yellow color) and plateau-washout (red color), which is depends on the permeability of contrast medium through the capillary vessel of the neoplasm (Figure 3). This provided a tool for the subtle distinction of different grades of contrast-enhanced percentages so that the kinetic curve analysis of the region of interest (ROI) would be more convenient (Figure 1,2).

Morphological interpretation of BRMRI images uses standards of the American College of Radiology’s (ACR) BI-RADS-MRI lexicon for malignancy grading (x). In this study, MRI studies were interpreted in conjunction with clinical history, family history of breast cancer, age, and menstrual status. Referring MRI-detected lesions for biopsy depended on characteristics of the ESP image, post-enhanced curve pattern, color mapping, and tumor morphology, such as spiculation, irregular margins, architectural distortion, and ductal or segmental enhancement (Figure 4). The lesion configuration was classified as focal mass enhancement or non-mass-like enhancement. The morphological parameters of focal mass enhancement were evaluated by its lesion shape and mass margin. Lesion shape was classified as round, oval, lobular, and irregular. Mass margins were classified as smooth, irregular, and spiculated. Non-mass-like enhancement included linear, ductal, regional, and segmental enhancement (Figure 4).

Morphological characteristics were considered the most important determining factor for benign or malignant masses. Any suspicious MR-enhanced lesions were described based on lesion shape, borders, distribution, kinetics, and internal architecture. The final MR assessment was classified on a six-point scale, which is summarized in the following table (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Interpretation and the suggestion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Negative for malignancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Benign findings or benign lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIa</td>
<td>Probable benign lesion, suggest 6 months follow up with sonography focused on the MRI indicated position or in the other breast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIb</td>
<td>Probable benign lesion, suggest 3 months follow up with sonography focused on the MRI indicated position or in the other breast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Could not rule out the possibility of malignancy, suggest biopsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Malignancy is strongly suggested. Tumor staging and therapeutic planning suggested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Malignancy. Further treatment, including surgery, adjuvant chemical therapy, or radiation therapy is suggested.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. MRI is believed to be the most sensitive and accurate screening tool for breast cancer in Asian women. Thus, no Category 0 exists in the interpretation of breast MRI, which differs from mammography or sonography.

Examinations that provided an initial assessment of incomplete or 0 received a final MR assessment of Category I-V, based on the results of follow-up procedures. A lesion was identified as suspicious if a focal mass existed with irregular or speculated margins, if enhancement had a ductal distribution, if a solid lesion showed rim enhancement, or if there was intense regional enhancement in less than one quadrant. Benign lesions were identified as having smooth or lobulated margins (Lehman et al., 2007b).
A lesion of <5 mm of enhancement, even with a washout curve or mixed washout/plateau kinetic curve and reddish color mapping, was not automatically referred for biopsy. This was because a tiny spot of enhancement of <5 mm is known as a ‘focus,’ as described by the ACR Breast MRI Lexicon, and has a very low possibility of being a malignancy, and is, therefore, suitable for a short-interval follow-up (Liberman et al., 2006). MRI-guided biopsy, MRI-guided localization for an excisional biopsy, sono-guided biopsy, or surgical excision biopsy is employed in cases suggestive of or strongly suspected of being a malignancy.

The interpretation of breast MRI images using early phase subtraction, kinetic curve patterns, color mapping (based on the summing up of kinetic curve data from corresponding areas), and the morphology of the MR image, is helpful in differentiating malignancies from benign lesions. Dedicated breast MRI with ESP, kinetic curve, and morphology analysis was found to have an over 95% negative predictive value of ruling out malignancy and was helpful in identifying the characteristics of early-stage malignant lesions.

The usual applications, benefits and interpretations of breast MRI images are shown as Figure 4~13.
Fig. 4. (a) Digital mammography of an Asian women with DBPP showed two indistinct ill-defined dense shadows noted at superior lateral of right breast. There is no enlarged axillary lymph node could be demonstrated. (b) Breast MRI simultaneously showed an enlarged right side axillary lymphadenopathy (long white arrow); first right superior mass (black arrow) and second right superior mass (white curve arrow). (c) Breast MRI with post-processing software for analysis shows the first right superior mass remains high signal under ESP and exhibits ‘washout’ curve pattern. Pathological report indicate a small invasive ductal carcinoma. (d) It shows the second right superior mass remains high signal under ESP but exhibits a ‘persistent’ curve pattern. Pathological report as benign fibroadenoma.
Fig. 5. (a) Digital mammography showed an ill defined hyperdense mass (thin arrow) locate at superior right breast, but it could not demonstrate ipsilateral axillary lymph node. (b) Breast MRI with 3D MIP (maximum intensity projection) shows the first right superior mass remains high signal under ESP and exhibits ‘washout’ curve pattern. Pathological report indicates a small invasive ductal carcinoma.

Fig. 6. Breast MRI image of an Asian woman with bloody discharge with clinical diagnosis as malignancy, it shows high signal intensity content within intraductal appearance under 3D MIP (a: with circle); but the signal being almost subtracted under ESP (b: arrow). Pathological report indicates benign papilloma.
Fig. 7. Breast MRI has the merit on the clinical response assessment for chemotherapy. (a)(b) A patient with a huge size tumor of IDC at the left breast; after five cycles of chemotherapy, the tumor was shrinkage. (c)(d) In another patient, a similar huge size IDC mass in right breast, is finally almost completely regress after adjuvant and targeting chemotherapy.
Fig. 8. By using color mapping of post processing breast MRI technique, more lively to demonstrate initial result of chemotherapy, even though the tumor size is not remarkable shrinkage. (a)(b) Red color area (represent active viable malignant cell with ‘washout’ contrast enhanced kinetic curve pattern) occupy the major part of the IDC tumor, in the right breast. (c)(d) After two cycles of chemotherapy, the red color shrinkage to less than 20% area of the tumor. This result encouraged both clinician and patient to continue this effective protocol of chemotherapy.
Fig. 9. Breast MRI adjunct the conventional breast modality with no limitation of breast size and breast dense pattern. (a) In this Breast MRI image of Asian woman, a 1.5 cm IDC tumor showed on left breast by all axial, sagittal and coronal views and associate ‘washout’ kinetic curve pattern. (b) As we retrospectively to review the digital mammography of this patient (both CC & MLO views), the mentioned mass is not capable to demonstrate due to the deep location and dense parenchyma occult effect of the breast.
Fig. 10. (a)(b) An Asian woman with DBPP who received digital mammography, it shows suspicious mass locate at deep superior of left breast under MLO view (white arrow), but the CC view could not demonstrate the tumor location. (c) Breast MRI (oblique view of 3D MIP) is more clearly to demonstrate multiple foci of malignant masses by different tumor location and tumor sizes. Pathological proved as IDC and DCIS.
Fig. 11. (a) Breast MRI have the merit on the describing multifocality and the detection of asymptomatic cancer on the contralateral breast. In this Asian patient, digital mammography shows a single isodense palpable mass at superior of left breast (white arrow with metal beam). (b)(c) The follow up breast MRI shows another two enhanced tumor masses, with ill defined margin at superior lateral of right breast (long white arrow), which was proved as IDC. There is also a well defined enhanced mass with smooth margin, locate at paramedial aspect of left breast (black thick arrow), which was proved as fibroadenoma. Besides, the stronger enhancement of left axillary lymph nodes (circle on 11b) indicate the metastasis, compared with the weaker enhancement of right axillary lymph nodes (circle on 11c).
Fig. 12. (a) Breast MRI shows suspect enlarged lymph node at left side internal mammary chain (white arrows), (b) which proven by PET scan (black arrows).

Fig. 13. Free silicon injection with silicoma and calcified granuloma formations usually occult the possible tumor growth on mammography (a); MRI with sagittal T2 plus fat saturation (b) and post enhanced subtracted image (c) provide a satisfactory detective rate on cancer on this group of patient.
Fig. 14. Breast MRI may decrease unnecessary biopsy based on interpretation of screening mammography. In this Asian patient, digital mammography with spot compression view on left breast (a) demonstrate some cluster of faint microcalcifications. However, the follow up breast MRI shows no enhanced lesion in both 3D MIP (b) and subtracted image (c), thus, the schedule of call-back mammographic guide biopsy was cancelled.
11. Using a dedicated breast MRI system with the application of postprocessing techniques for multiplanar reformation (MPR) on mammary ductal orientation, for three-dimensional (3D) anatomical demonstration

Surgeons are required to localize accurately malignant tumors of the breast. Preoperative evaluation using DCIS or IDC is helpful for determining the surgical method and the necessity of lymphadectomy or preoperative chemotherapy. Compared to mammography and sonography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most sensitive tool for breast cancer detection. Its ability for 3D anatomical representation has also become more important for pre-surgical evaluation.

Although the incidence of DCIS of the breast seems to be gradually increasing in Taiwan and other Asian countries, the proportion of small tumors detected is lower than in Western countries (Leung et al., 2010c; Huang et al., 2001; Shen et al., 2005).

The early stage of ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) appears as a spread-out distribution pattern, extending toward the nipple and is occasionally seen in the breast tissue peripheral to the infiltrating carcinoma. Only 3D imagery demonstrates the correlation of image and pathology. Sonography and mammography are incapable of showing the anatomical and spatial relationship between the lesion and the ductal structures within the breast (Figure 15) (Leung et al., 2010c).

![Glandular tissue](https://www.intechopen.com)

Fig. 15. shows the relationship between the mammary duct, the glandular tissue, and the nipple (Leung et al., 2010c).
The following figures demonstrate the application of DBMRI with the MPR technique, based on the AurorCad 4.0’s oblique display protocol (Aurora System; Aurora Imaging Technology Inc., North Andover, MA, USA). The 3D maximum intensity projection (MIP) image outputs the selected plane of orientation as an oblique MPR on side-by-side display windows. The user controls the rotation of the 3D MIP from any angle, and the MPR pane is updated to match the slice, while having the same orientation as the MIP (Figures 16a & 16b).

Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is a preinvasive condition that appears as tumor lesions of the ducts with severe atypical proliferation of epithelial cells. DCIS shows different grades of malignant potential, and certain subtypes of DCIS are more likely to recur. Approximately 60 % of women with DCIS will progress to invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) over an 8-10-year period, and poor prognostic outcomes are likely when IDC develops. Thus, the early detection of DCIS through imaging studies that permit accurate assessment of size and distribution is important.

Breast MRI is a useful tool for staging invasive cancers like IDC. However, traditional breast MRI systems have limitations in the analysis of early DCIS using the sagittal and coronal planes. Although MRI provides a 3D representation of the enhanced tissues, the borders between DCIS and its surrounding benign processes are often indistinguishable, especially when DCIS is sparsely scattered. The actual size is also difficult to measure accurately during pathological examinations. This is because of the anatomy of the breast ducts are distributed in three dimensions and histological sections show only two. Measuring
scattered and widely distributed DCIS is difficult, which is one possible explanation for the frequent mismatch between MRI and pathological findings.

Screening for cases with ductogram appearance were performed to find if a significant correlation between DCIS and ductograms exists. The term ‘ductogram’ was used for image phenomenon that occurred when peri-ductal infiltration in the tissues immediately adjacent to the mammary duct was observed. The ductogram image shows non-contrast ductal structures differing from the enhanced periductal tumor infiltration if the ductal orientation is in phase using multiplanar reformation (MPR) (Leung et al., 2010c) (Figure 17).

Fig. 17. (a) A characteristic ductogram appearance (long arrow) is visualized in case 1. (b) A characteristic ductogram appearance (long arrow) is visualized in case 2. (c) Case 3 shows characteristics of a ductogram pattern along the lactiferous sinus and duct to the areola, within a background of stripping and non-mass signal intensity. (d) Case 4 shows that pure DCIS is an intermediate grade of malignancy with delayed surgical treatment, in which the ductogram appearance is preserved. The MPR for ductal orientation is visualized by a non-mass with strip appearance, and lesion cross-over glandular tissue. (e) Case 5 shows pure DCIS visualized by its non-mass like intensity (curved arrow) and ductogram appearance. (f) Case 6 shows pure DCIS appearing with non-mass of intensity (arrow is the true DICIS area). The MRI overestimates tumor size over pathological size by over 200% (the curved arrow shows the false area).
Non-DCIS early ductal lesions, including intraductal papilloma, ductal hyperplasia, and early focal IDC, can be visualized using MPR with ductal orientation. Although certain characteristics of the lesion morphology (Figure 18) are similar to the pictures in terms of tumor size and the spreading along glandular tissue, not all lesions exhibit a ductogram appearance. However, additional analysis using early subtracted image and a post-contrast kinetic curve may further confirm the image diagnosis.

Fig. 18. Three types of non-DCIS lesions, both benign and malignant, under MPR with ductal orientation. (a) MPR shows enhanced thick strip-like intensity with an irregular contour, which spreads along the intraductal structure (arrow) and within the network (intraductal papilloma). (b) MPR shows an enhanced and well-defined smooth nodular lesion with a tadpole morphology, which occupies the intraductal area of the non-dilated side (ductal hyperplasia; arrow). (c) MPR shows a focal lesion with enhancement (arrow), which crosses over the ducts of the surrounding glandular structures and is not continuous with the ductal structures (early focal intraductal carcinoma).

A traditional MRI system can provide coronal, sagittal, and coronal images of the whole breast and is capable of visualizing lesions (Menellet et al., 2005). However, the borders between DCIS and its surrounding benign processes are often indistinguishable, especially when DCIS is sparsely scattered. The actual size, based on the pathologic examination, is also difficult to accurately measure. This is because the anatomy of the breast ducts is distributed in three dimensions, while histological sections are in two dimensions. Measuring scattered and widely distributed DCIS is difficult, which is one possible explanation for the frequent mismatch between MRI and pathologically determined tumor size. In addition, heterogeneous DCIS lesions more often exist alongside benign active tissue or lesions, such as adenosis, sclerosing adenosis, inflammation, and proliferative fibrocystic
changes. Therefore, the image size acquired in DBMRI is usually overestimated and larger than the actual pathological size of the lesion. MPR with a ductal orientation for anatomical localization and 3D demonstration was found to be a useful technique for increasing the detection rate for early stage DCIS. Detection is performed using characteristic findings that include a strip morphology, the spreading along glandular tissue, and a ductogram appearance. Moreover, MPR is excellent for visualizing the anatomical pattern of spreading early intraductal carcinoma which extends towards the nipple. In addition, MPR can show the spatial relationship between the carcinoma and the surrounding breast tissue. These findings should be considered for surgical strategy in segmental resections or partial mastectomy. Breast MRI with MPR for ductal orientation improves the early detection rate and exhibits higher specificity because of improved anatomical interpretation of mammary ducts. However, the existence of adenosis, fibroadenomas, and some specific benign proliferative processes may still interfere with the characteristic pattern of the MRI findings. This can lead to an overestimation of the true size and scope of the distribution (Viehweg et al., 2000). For cases of IDC with a DCIS component, distinguishing the DCIS from the IDC region is difficult. Some pitfalls exist when matching the three-dimensional DCIS distribution with the routine two-dimensional histology sectioning. Using a DBMRI system with Spiral Rodeo pulse sequence, those lesions that could be subtracted in the ESP were almost completely excluded from the possibility of being a malignancy (Figure 6b).

To improve the correlation between image diagnosis of tumor size and pathological size, the pathologist should be notified of the MRI findings, the estimated lesion size, and the mammary ductal orientation before planning sectioning of a specimen that is scheduled for microscopic study. In the future, better integration of radiologists, surgeons, and pathologists to propose working guidelines would create an environment for better correlation of imaging studies and pathology. The accumulation of experience will provide a more accurate estimation of the DCIS volume and improve preoperative image assessment (Mariano et al., 2005; Neubauer et al., 2003).

### 12. Probably benign interpretations of Breast MRI and False positive biopsy results base on MRI interpretation

Breast MRI is a very sensitive modality for breast lesion, but the specificity for real malignancy is the issue that long been concerned. People may think breast MRI can pick up a lot of things, but these things are not necessarily abnormal. Besides malignant lesions, Breast MRI may also highlight fibrocysts, fibroadenomas, and other benign conditions. Breast MRI reported to have false positive rate, range from 13% to 83% (Hoogerbrugge et al., 2008), which means that it may misdiagnosis for lesions that not cancer. Breast MRI reading radiologists have the responsibility, through restlessly of receiving new MRI knowledge and collecting clinical experience, to achieve higher specificity of tumor differentiation and image diagnosis. By our self assessment in Taipei Medical University hospital, benign lesions reported by pathology accounted for 15.2%, which were initially suspected of being malignancy based on the MRI. In our experience, the pathological results of those false positive MRI interpretations are included atypical ductal hyperplasia, adenosis/apocrine metaplasia, radial scar, sclerosing adenosis, phyllloides tumor, infectious mastitis and fat necrosis with hemorrhage.

In both North America and in Asia, the frequency of benign proliferative breast lesions, particularly among women under 40 years of age, is progressively increasing (Schnitt et al., 2008).
Breast neoplasm is a developing disease, and initially the possible risk cannot be precisely determined by a single biopsy result. A study conducted by Liberman et al. demonstrated that 24% of all breast MRI cases studied were interpreted as ‘probably benign’ in the initial readings. Within seven months, however, nearly 10% of them were subsequently proven to be malignancies (Buadu et al., 1996). One study based on over 120,000 individual cases collected in ten years that received breast biopsies, had been diagnosed as benign disease. However, 50% of the lesions were associated proliferative changes, of which nearly 10% had atypical ductal hyperplasia. Within this latter group, 15% eventually developed invasive carcinoma (London et al., 1992). Atypical hyperplasia and other benign results at the first time of biopsied, is significantly increased risk of breast cancer (London et al., 1992). In another study, about 2% of cases interpreted as probably benign were subsequently identified as malignancies (Liberman et al., 2003).

Accordingly, we cannot negate the possibility to those probably benign lesions or suspected malignant lesions that based on MRI’s interpretation that initially proven to be benign(as false positive lesions) may further malignant development, although it is not yet to have a precise predictive percentage value. Thus, of the proven benign cases, it is essential to have long-term imaging follow-up. To our limited knowledge, not able to explain the possible reasons of false positive interpretation of MRI, there is still lack of study on direct biomolecular correlation with MRI images. In the future, we believe that further understanding of tumor transformation will improve our interpretation of dynamically enhanced breast MRI, according to the kinetic curve analysis. This will help in evaluating lesions as well as identifying angiogenesis, microvessel density, and microvascular endothelial permeabilities. The investigation should also include image-pathology correlations of tumor behavior, biological activity, nuclear pleomorphism, mitotic count, and histological grading (Bone et al., 1998; Mussurakis et al., 1997; Narisada et al., 2006; Szabo et al., 2003).

13. Screening by DBMRI with breast augmentations

DBMRI can differentiate breast glandular tissue and pathological lesions from silicone/saline bag implants. It can also better visualize intracapsular rupture of breast implantation. Breast augmentation has become popular among different age groups in Asia, especially in the developed countries. In our breast image center, over 30% of breast MRI candidates have received at least one or two different types of breast implant surgery. Silicon can cause major complications. Silicone compounds primarily consist of fluids, gels, rubbers, sponges, foams, and resins (Ojo-Amaize et al., 1994). Although silicone is relatively inert and biocompatible with biological tissue, it is polymeric, has hydrophobic characteristics, and possesses electrostatic charges. The organic side groups have potentially immunogenic factors, especially over the long-term. Silicone induces inflammatory responses in women with breast implants who have several types of autoantibodies against different self-antigens (Van Gilse et al., 1999). The symptoms and signs of preoperative diagnosis for breast implant rupturing based on physical examination are usually vague, especially when the fibrous capsule encloses the rupture. This situation may become complicated when active inflammation and malignancy are suspected. Image studies are, then, necessary for localization and preoperative differentiation (Scaranello et al., 2004).
Intense images followed up with sonography may find minor changes in implanted breast pathology. However, in most situations, breast sonography provided no definite way to differentiate benign from malignant conditions. When mammography is arranged, well-trained radiological technicians may help provide good quality pictures as the implantation is being compressed and differentiate the implant from normal breast glandular tissue, in order to detect possible lesions. Poor technique for patients with breast implants are increase the risk of iatrogenic ruptures. In this situation, sonographic guided or mammographic guided biopsy may be indicated. If DBMRI is available, further analysis with noninvasive techniques is preferred before a biopsy is suggested.

In our center, a breast MRI with a dedicated breast acquisition system was arranged using the Aurora Spiral Rodeo pulse sequence (Figure 19). The Silicone and water Rodeo image mode was adopted to subtract implanted silicone and water bag material as low signal intensity background before and after contrast injection. Post processing of the images could be performed using silicon and water material subtraction techniques followed by the AurorCad 4.0’s color mapping display protocol. The same procedure may also apply to other breast augmentation material, such as hyaluronic acid (HA) and an individual’s own breast tissue.

Although it is difficult to identify the malignancies when the rupture of implants was coexisted, MRI is considered the most accurate modality for detecting breast cancer in the presence of silicone (Azavedo & Bone, 1999). The MR images of ruptured implants usually showed low-signal-intensity bands, linguine appearance, and a mass within the gel of the implants, while of malignancies were irregular margin and showed reddish of color mapping. However, free silicone may be hypothesized to induce a foreign body reaction with dense fibrosis and granulomatous formations. In this situation, distinction of inflammation areas and malignancies remains problematic.

In case of rupture, silicone from an implant can leak out into the space around the implant. An intracapsular rupture (silicone contained within the fibrous capsule) can progress to the outside of the, becoming an extracapsular rupture (silicone present outside the fibrous capsule) (Everson et al., 1994). These conditions indicate the need for removal of the implant. Previous study results establish a rupture rate of 8.0 percent at 11 years for silicone breast implants (Hedén et al., 1994). If clinical examination by a skillful surgeon is the only diagnostic tool for identifying implant rupture, it is not reliable, and neither the sensitivity nor the specificity is acceptable (Holmich et al., 2005). Physical examination is inadequate to evaluate a suspected rupture, as experienced plastic surgeons accurately detect only 30% of ruptures in asymptomatic patients, compared to 86% detected by MRI (Hedén et al., 1994). Mammography is a highly sensitive and specific modality for diagnosing extracapsular silicone rupture, and it can detect silicone gel migration through the glandular parenchyma. On the other hand, the diagnosis of intracapsular rupture is difficult to detect via mammography (Gorczyca et al., 1994; Scaranello et al., 1994). A change in implant shape is the most important mammographic pattern (Gorczyca et al., 1994). Breast sonography has been used in breast implant integrity evaluation for several years. A great variety of sonography signs detect anywhere from 10% to 17% of ruptured implants (Scaranello et al., 1994). Breast sonography can be the first test in the assessment of breast implants in asymptomatic patients, followed by mammography. This is because breast sonography has greater ability to detect intracapsular rupture than mammography does (Chung et al., 1996;
Harris et al., 1993; Venta et al., 1996). There is limitation for sonogram to rule out extracapsular rupture, but accurate diagnosis requires magnetic resonance imaging (Chung et al., 1996; Harris et al., 1993; Venta et al., 1996). As a result, the FDA has recommended that MRIs be considered for use in screening for silent ruptures starting at three years after implantation, and every two years thereafter (Allergan, 2006; FDA, 2004). The following figures show a special case with initially neither breast sonography nor mammography was able to detect the intracapsular rupture of the implant. Although mammography reveals microcalcifications that might be malignancy, but the final suggestion for surgery is based on MRI images. In our opinion, MRI should be a first-line diagnostic tool for implant rupture when coexisting malignancy is suspected (Paetau et al., 2010) (Figure 19).
Fig. 19. (a) The breast MRI showed an ill-defined, non-mass enhanced area with red under color mapping, located in the deep superior anterior portion of the left breast (region1); the silicon implantation is showed by white arrow. (b) The breast MRI showed an enhanced focus with heterogenous red and yellow color mapping (marked by blue circle) at about 9 o’clock from the nipple of the left breast (region2); Blue area (by curved arrow) respresents intracapsular rupture within the implanted silicon bag (white arrow). (c) The mass (region1) of irregular red and yellow by color mapping (by white arrow) showed by DBMRI is corresponding to the excised specimen and is palpable as firm mass by surgeon (by white arrow). (d) Pathological results revealed a mass of invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) on the region 1. (e) Pathological results also showed extensive high-grade ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) on region 2.
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Early detection of breast cancer combined with targeted therapy offers the best outcome for breast cancer patients. This volume deals with a wide range of new technical innovations for improving breast cancer detection, diagnosis, and therapy. There is a special focus on improvements in mammographic image quality, image analysis, magnetic resonance imaging of the breast, and molecular imaging. A chapter on targeted therapy explores the option of less radical postoperative therapy for women with early, screen-detected breast cancers.
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